
Brands are more than their products and services: they must stand for something, and create meaning in the minds of consumers. 
As we emerge, blinking, into a new commercial landscape, the stories brands tell matter more than ever. It’s an opportunity to re-
write the rulebook and to do that we need a Conceptual Creative.

The person we’re looking for has worked on international projects at the intersection of integrated brand 
communications, experiential and cultural marketing. But they’re not bound by discipline. They can think big, but obsess over 
detail. They are adept at translating client visions into innovative analog, digital or hybrid realities. 

But their references are wide and varied: they are as inspired by corporate events as the World’s Fair. As at-home with writing a 
brief or a brand origin story. As motivated by James Joyce as Simon Sinek. As happy reading Coriolanus as Contagious. 

You’re a conceptual thinker with a creative mind. Your strength lies in ideas and writing, and your experience is in integrated and 
experiential concepts for global brands. 

Most importantly, you’re energised: raring to carve out new stories for the brands that will matter as we move into uncharted 
territory.

• Developing unusual stories and worlds of experience.
• Leading the development of concepts and campaigns based on strategic insights.
• Writing pitch presentations and decks, building a clear and compelling narrative that helps to set up and frame creative work.
• Taking ownership of ideas and selling them persuasively to clients, collaborators and colleagues.
• Understanding the broader marketing mix, with the ability to integrate experiential into wider cross-discipline

campaigns and existing brand ecosystems.
• Working as part of a cross-functional team and in collaboration with external agencies and partners.
• Connecting the dots between brands, culture, and zeitgeist.
• Inspiring creative thinking and action throughout an agency.
• Adapting what constitutes an effective experience in an ever-changing virtual / physical world.
• Completed education in communication, marketing, journalism or similar.
• 6+ years experience in a creative role, with proven experience of delivering innovative experiential campaigns and activations.
• Exceptional German and English.
• A deep passion for and knowledge of (pop) culture, music, design, technology, beautiful locations, exhibitions, live shows,

trends, and futures, with the ability to apply this insight to the projects that you work on.

With offices across the globe, we are an international team who is ready to innovate and 
build something new.
• Workplace: Effretikon - Zürich Area or home office (flexible)
• Flexible working hours
• Opportunities for both collaboration and independence
• Freedom to bring in and implement your own idea
• A variety of projects and visions that our different fields of work bring with them
• International work atmosphere
• Good overtime compensation and attractive salary

Interested? We look forward to hearing from you with detailed information 
about your career and availability. jobs@mch-global.com

MCH Global
MCH Live Marketing Solutions AG
Im Langhag 2
CH-8307 Effretikon - Zürich
Switzerland

Zurich • Dubai • Hong Kong • Shanghai • Los Angeles

Our offer:

Your profile:

Next Generation Experiences.
MCH Global is the experience agency of the MCH Group (Art Basel, Design Miami, Expomobilia, MC2). Along with the rest of the 
world, we’re transforming; so we’re building a future-focussed team to bring our vision to life.  
We’re driven by our passion for ‘next generation experiences’. With our heart in Zurich, Switzerland, our diverse team is based around 
the world. We create innovative activations and campaigns for global, household-name brands, up-start challengers and individuals, 
in pulsating sectors like automotive, sports, culture and entertainment. From intimate to spectacular, no two projects are alike. 
We support clients to anticipate change, to be at the forefront of experience marketing, to create new memories for their customers.  

We  are  looking  for  an  ambitious  and  dynamic  personality  with  several  years  of  experience  in  his/her job as

Conceptual Creative (Freelance)

What we need:




